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Accountable Algorithms
Important decisions about people are increasingly made by algorithms: votes are counted; voter rolls are
purged; financial aid decisions are made; taxpayers are chosen for audits; air travelers are selected for search;
credit eligibility decisions are made. Citizens, and society as a whole, have an interest in making these
processes more transparent. Yet the full basis for these decisions is rarely available to affected people: the
algorithm or some inputs may be secret; or the implementation may be secret; or the process may not be
precisely described. A person who suspects the process went wrong has little recourse.
To address this problem, we need to use accountable algorithms, which provide both an output and a proof
that can convince a skeptical party that the algorithm was applied correctly to a given set of inputs to produce
the announced output. Critically, the proof can convince an observer while maintaining the secrecy of the
algorithm, the inputs, or both.
As an example, consider a government tax authority that is deciding which taxpayers to audit. Taxpayers are
worried that audit decisions may be based on bias or political agenda rather than legitimate criteria; or they
may be worried that the authority’s code is buggy. The authority does not want to disclose the details of its
decision algorithm, for fear that tax evaders will be able to avoid audits. The accountable algorithms
framework will allow the tax authority to maintain the secrecy of its algorithm (in the sense that any observer
learns nothing about the algorithm beyond what is conveyed by whatever input-output pairs that observer can
see), while allowing each taxpayer to verify that:
 the authority committed to its secret algorithm in advance,
 the result asserted by the authority is the correct output of the authority’s algorithm when applied to
the individual taxpayer’s data, and
 the authority can reveal its algorithm to an oversight body (such as a court or legislature) for
examination later, and taxpayers can verify that the revealed algorithm is the same one used to make
decisions about them.
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